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Sygnal Connect offers
one of the most sophisticated
Room Controller
ducted air conditioning control
systems available in the world.
Multi-zone temperature control
Flexible Duct
for up to 12 zones per system
with a sensor in each zone.
Outdoor Unit
Sygnal have developed a
control designed for the Australian home and business offering superior comfort, energy
conservation and connectivety. Whether you are running the whole house, or a single bedroom,
Connect automatically senses how much airflow is required and adjusts the fan speed and zone
damper motors as required.
Z-Plus Indoor Unit modulates
flow to precisely match the
requirement for each room

Z Plus Sygnal Z Plus utilises fully
variable speed indoor fans that can
be controlled via the easy to use LCD
touch screen controller.
Z-Plus Zone Valves provide
airflow adjustment in all rooms

Z-Plus Touchscreen
Controller provides an
intuitive stylish interface

No need for capacity dump zones,
you are in control of your air conditioners
energy consumption, using as much
or as little as you need. The Z Plus is
compatable with the Chatterbox.
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lightpoint
Lightpoint connects your entire home's lighting and selected power onto a single network
that provides dimming, grouping, scheduling and dynamic switch mapping.
Lightpoint has been designed to bring lighting automation, normally reserved for prestige
residential and commercial space, to the homes of every Australian family. Lighting control
is one of those technologies that many Australian families do not desire until they stay with a
friend that has it. Real benefits like soft lighting paths for the children between their bedroom
and the toilet during the night, being able to turn all lights off with a single touch on your way
out the door, scheduled lighting event while on holidays to make your home appear occupied
or even connecting to your home to see if a light or appliance was left on.
Lighting control is inexpensive and has a significant impact on lifestyle, convenience, energy
consumption and peace of mind.
Lightpoint combines with Sygnal Connect climate
control with the release of the stylish new capacitive
touch “Hybrid” room controller. The Hybrid provides
on / off control for both the lighting circuit and air
conditioning zone without the need for multiple wall
controllers by incorporating a temperature sensor
within the one easy to use control.
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chatterbox
Sygnal Chatterbox is an interface that allows you to connect with the family of Sygnal products
within your home or business on your smart device. Connect your Chatterbox to your network
or home router and you will be able to interact from anywhere in the world provided your smart
device has internet available.
The interface is easy to use and opens up the full features of the control system, making setting
time clock events, adjusting energy settings and simply turning your air conditioning, lighting or
power channels on & off a breeze. Sygnal Chatterbox takes the complexity out of modern
controls and converts it to an experience everyone can understand.

mothership
Sygnal Mothership is a cloud based
hub allowing Sygnal Chatterboxes to
communicate via the internet with you
when you’re not at home.
Simply connect your Chatterboxes to
your home router or business network
and all you’re Sygnal interfaced
devices will be there at your fingertips.
Imagine being able to turn on the air
conditioning on a hot day an hour
before you get home from work, or set
up timers on your lighting, pool pump
or irrigation system while on holidays.
Mothership is also a great tool for building and business managers, providing a ‘round the clock
ability to check on your essential services when connected, without having to be on-site.
Sygnal Chatterbox and Mothership are designed to be a cost effective solution that is easy
to connect and commission in the hands of the HVAC and Electrical contractor.
Ask for a quote today. Check out the Chatterbox demonstration at
https://mothership.sygnal.com.au and go to the Demo page.
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EFFICIENT DUCTED INDOOR UNITS

DESIGNED FOR THE MODERN AUSTRALIAN HOME & BUSINESS

RADICAL
RA
Com
Compact
in size, powerful in delivery.
Th
h Radical indoor unit is a Goliath wrapped in a Davids body.
The
D
Designed with the modern architecturally designed home & business
in mind, where ceiling space is at a premium, Sygnal use the Radical
plug fan to achieve an indoor unit that will fit where other ducted
systems won’t. The Radical fans superior static handling capabilities
means smaller duct can be used. The Radical indoor unit is proven
as a great solution for long duct runs and delivering high quality airflow
in multi story applications.

VAV
Sygnal VAV Indoor units utilise
fully variable speed EC fans,
still offering energy efficiency,
but in a larger classic style casing.
The VAV indoor is a great solution
where access and ceiling
space are plentiful.

14kW
Radical Flow

14kW
Variable Indoor Flow

26kW
Radical Flow

26kW
Variable Indoor Flow

Single Fan
Radical Micro series

Double Fan
Radical Micro series

Triple Fan
Radical Micro series

Micro
Designed to work in conjunction with the Sygnal VRAF multi system.
The Micro unit is a bulk head sized unit with a powerful Radical fan
inside. These can be adjusted for low to high static applications and
are great for everything from single room bulk heads, to multi room
zoned situations.
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Radical + HUB
HUB
Sygnal HUB takes the potential of the Radical indoor
unit further by combining it with a supply air plenum
that has the zone motors and valves built in.
The HUB can utilise either 250mm or 300mm supply
spigots and is designed for use in properties with very
limited ceiling space. Keeping the zone motors back at
the indoor unit ensures there is less cabling required
and future servicing is made easier.

Z-Plus, Connect and Zone Valves
Designed with Range Scaling
for Velocity Switching

250mm
Round Diffuser
180 I/s max
3.7m/s

300mm
850 I/s
6Pa/m

250mm
590 I/s
7.6Pa/m

12m/s Target Velocity in Main Trunks

26kW Radical Flow
with 8 Outlet VCD Hub

Constant Diameter Duct
Constant Diameter Duct design utilises the
additional fan capacity provided by Radical flow
to reduce the size of main duct trunks and branches.
Constant Diameter Duct design is only possible
with a fan impeller such as the Radical, that has
exceptional performance regarding dynamic losses.
Again, with the modern Australian home and
business in mind,The Radical and the HUB together
with constant diameter duct are designed to provide
a powerful and efficient solution where ceiling space
is minimal and standard duct runs can be difficult
or previously considered impossible.
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VRAF

Sygnal VRAF is a “1 + More” multi-Indoor unit system combining
variable indoor airflow with variable refrigerant flow.
Each indoor unit can provide multi-zone temperature control or simply
be used in a bulkhead style single room application. The 10%-200%
capacity ratio makes VRAF an energy efficient and flexible solution.
The Sygnal VAV, Radical and Micro indoor units are all compatible with
VRAF providing mid to super high static options
and Sygnals “Refrigerant Stream Mapping”
ensures that the system prioritises capacity
to where it is most needed.
All of this combined with one
easy to use control system that
accesses the entire system,
make Sygnal VRAF an essential for
the home or business with a multi-indoor unit application.
VRAF is Chatterbox and Mothership ready providing the highest level
of communication and support in the industry.

Commercial
Sygnal have a proven record of success working with Australian business’s and government
bodies. Every product in the Sygnal range has a place within the commercial building.
The “Connect” multi zone temperature control option has provided a great solution for business
and operations where arguments over the old central style thermostat have long been an issue.
Some examples of the types of commercial buildings Sygnal have been utilised in are:
Medical centres / doctors suites, commercial office suites, nursing homes, retirement villages
group disability homes, child care centres, IT & networking company offices and showrooms
council buildings & offices, legal offices, optometrists, paediatricians offices, auto parts stores
& offices, farm offices & accommodation, motel accommodation, mine worker accomodation.
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coming soon…
energy management
apportionment and data logging
The Sygnal Energy Management module will allow
the home and business owner to monitor their power
consumption with the same easy to use interface as
the rest of the Sygnal family. Any electrical appliance
or outlet can be monitored and accurate reports can
be provided giving you a clearer understanding of
how your energy is being consumed.

security
Sygnal Security are working towards offering Access Control and CCTV in the near future.

www.sygnal.com.au
Sygnal Warranty
For information about Sygnal’s peace of mind warranty policy,
please visit www.sygnalsupport.com.au for information
on the relevant product family.
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